


Jayne Wright is an award winning photographer who loves to shoot both natural family
photography and fine art portraits.  However, she is just as at home providing photographic

coverage for family reunions, celebrations and commercial work.   

Portrait sessions

A portrait session captures all of those precious memories and more.  A full shoot will last
approximately up to an hour, this excludes the Mini 'Taster' Sessions.  Time varies from shoot to

shoot; for newborn sessions, please note that extra time is needed and therefore the price is
different.  The session can take place at your home, a favourite location or at the Vanilla Moon
Photography studio*. Choose from shoot only, where Jayne's time is utilised preparing for your

session, her artistic skills, experience and time are then yours during the shoot and afterwards to
edit and present your images in a gallery.   Here you can purchase your prints or files separately.

Alternatively, you can go with a file or print package. 

There will be a sneak preview of your session on the Vanilla Moon Photography Blog and Facebook
page, which you can share with friends and family. The files from the rest of the shoot will then be
uploaded onto a secure gallery for 14 days*,  giving you ample time to choose prints and products
in the comfort of your own surroundings and at your own pace.  A session typically consists of up

to twenty images to choose from*. 

Shoot only Taster Session - £50/Not available for newborn
Shoot only Full Session - £75/Newborn £95 

Shoot with 18” print and three online files - £140/Newborn £155
MOST POPULAR! Shoot with ten high resolution print ready files - £250/Newborn £265

Shoot with all high resolution print ready files plus ten online files - £350/Newborn £365
Shoot with light-weight 24” canvas - £150/Newborn £170

*See information on shoots at end of price list*



Newborn: Bump to Bairn Triple Packages

Three portrait shoots taken as your little one grows up, capturing all of those precious
moments.   Your first session is taken around your 36th week of pregnancy, followed by a newborn
session with your tiny bundle at around seven days of age.  The final session will be as your little

one approaches their first birthday.  This can be a normal portrait session or a cake-smash.  Please
note that your maternity session can be substituted for a six month shoot, if you prefer.

Shoot only (x3) - £265
Shoot with 18” print and three online files (x3) - £450

Shoot with ten high resolution print ready files (x3) - £650
*See information on shoots at end of price list*



Boudoir and Women's Sessions

My Women's Portrait Sessions are very popular. They range from Boudoir to Maternity
and everything in between. They can be done in the comfort of your own surroundings or at the

Vanilla Moon Photography studio. Why not treat yourself to a make over from Danni Burnside
Make-up Artist too?

Shoot only - £95
Shoot with makeover - £130

Shoot with makeover and three 10x8” prints - £165
Shoot with makeover and 8x8” little black boudoir book - £395

*See information on shoots at end of price list*



Prints and Products

Prints

7x5” Lustre Print - £6.75
8x6” Lustre Print - £9.00

12x8” Lustre Print - £13.50
18x12”Lustre Print - £24.00

Large Format Prints

20x14”Lustre Print - £40.00
24X16”Lustre Print - £52.00

Print sizes may vary slightly in rare circumstances.

Premium Canvases

The Vanilla Moon canvases are of exceptional quality, being 100% artist's canvas. Your chosen
image will be printed onto a thick 350gsm satin canvas, which is hand stretched over a deep wedge
frame. It is then coated to protect from scuffs, moisture and cracks plus it is UV protected to stop

fading.

18x12” Artist Canvas - £110
24x16” Artist Canvas - £160
36x24” Artist Canvas - £210
40x28” Artist Canvas - £270

36x24” Collage Canvas (nine horizontal images, perfect for cake smashes) - £310
40x28” Collage Canvas - £370

Lightweight canvas

An high quality print, stretched over a light-weight handmade frame.  The canvas is fade resistant
up to 100 years.  Please note that this canvas is not scuff resistant or coated for protection.  

18x12” Lightweight Canvas - £60
24x16” Lightweight Canvas - £85

36x24” Lightweight Canvas - £135
40x28” Lightweight Canvas - £170

36x24” Collage Canvas (nine horizontal images, perfect for cake smashes) - £235
40x28” Collage Canvas - £270

Please note, depth of canvas may vary depending on image(s) chosen.



Digital Files

Digital files come in two types; low resolution online files and high resolution printable files.
Please note that online files have a small watermark and are suitable for use on social media.
Printable files can be printed where ever you choose and on what ever medium you choose.

Images can either be put onto DVD or downloaded directly from your gallery, once they have been
fully edited. Copyright remains with Vanilla Moon Photography in all cases.

One Online File - £15
One Printable File - £30

Five Printable Files - £125
Ten Printable Files - £200

All Printable Files from a session*- £300

Story Books

My premium storybooks come in a beautiful faux leather cover, which can be laser etched. They
consist of thick, seamless lay-flat pages, which means your images can be printed across two

pages, with no central loss. The quality of the books is unmatched and they are a beautiful way to
present your photographs. Your images are carefully chosen and edited, ensuring optimum quality

before your book is designed. It is then put together and designed with care and attention to
detail so that your images and story flows perfectly.  Ideal for full portrait sessions or Bump to

Bairn packages.

8x8” 24 page book - £300
12x12” 24 page book - £450

Additional pages (two sides) - £10/20 each.
Laser etching for front cover - £15.

Please note that items ordered or included as part of a package will be held at the 
Vanilla Moon Studio for collection.  Postage is an additional cost.

Important information

*Mini 'Taster' Sessions last no more than 15-20 minutes and are only available at the Vanilla Moon Studio or
the surrounding outdoor area.  They are a short portrait session which contain no more than 5-10 images to
choose from. There are limited numbers of 'Taster Sessions' available each month and they cannot be used

in conjunction with special offers.
*Minimum spend of £50 applies on prints and products when the 'Shoot Only' option is purchased.  This is

per shoot and includes the Mini Taster Session.
*Online files are watermarked and are a smaller size than printable files.  They are suitable  for sharing on
social media/storing on devices (the watermark must remain visible at all times). They are not suitable to

print from and printing rights are not given.
*High resolution files are for printing only with printing rights given.  They are large detailed files, so can be
printed onto canvas for example.  They are not for use on social media sites.  A complimentary online file is

sent with each high resolution file purchased.
*Images are kept in a library indefinitely.  Once your 14 days has expired, you can still gain access to your

images at a cost of £10 per day.  This covers upload fees and storage but can be taken off the cost of
printing, should this be over £50.

Continued.........



*Where packages with files have been purchased, your fully edited files are presented in an online gallery
for you to download directly to your computer.  A disc is available as an alternative if prior arrangements

have been made.
*Where packages including prints have been purchased, the prints are held at the Vanilla Moon Studio for

collection. Should you wish for your prints to be posted, please make arrangements with Jayne Wright.
Postage costs may apply.

*Mileage is within a 5 mile radius of Peebles, otherwise mileage applies @ .45p per mile. Outside travel is
not available for Mini 'Taster' Sessions.

*The number of images to choose from is never guaranteed as every shoot is different.

For further information, please see the Terms and Conditions help sheet on the Vanilla Moon website.

Commercial Rates

For all marketing, commercial and PR work.
Prices include file transfer of images, with printing rights given over to the client. All terms and

conditions will be discussed before work is carried out.

Hourly rate - £135
Half Day (four hours) - £400
Full Day (eight hours) - £750

Mileage fees may apply at a rate set by HMRC


